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Subject: Important message for municipalities that use Citrix products 

The New York State Intelligence Center's Cyber Analysis Unit (NYSIC CAU) has recently issued a warning 
about a serious cyber threat to Netscaler and other Cit rix technologies that are commonly used by New 
York's municipal governments. If you or your IT vendor uses Citrix, we encourage you to take steps to 
ensure that you are protected from these threats. 

Certain Citrix products had a vulnerability that was patched in January. However, in a number of cases 
attackers exploited the vulnerabil ity to establish persistent access to networks that remained even after 
the patch was applied. This "back door'' exposed their systems to further malicious activity, and needs 
to be removed. 

The NYSIC CAU Bulletin, attached, stresses the importance of not only patching these Citrix systems but 
also running a scanner to dete rmine whether your system had been compromised before the patch was 
applied. The NYSIC CAU has distributed this Bulletin widely to IT professionals across New York State, 
but has found a number of cases where the scanner was not run and systems remained compromised. 

We encourage you to pass this Bulletin to your CIO, IT director, or IT support unit, and ask them whether 
they ran the Indicator of Compromise Scanner if they run any of the affected Cit rix technologies. This 
will minimize the chances of any future problems. 

Please note that this Bulletin is labelled "For Official Use Only," and should not be further distributed or 
posted on a public website. If your IT office does not already receive alerts from the NYSIC Cyber 
Analysis Unit, encourage them to contact the Cyber Analysis Unit at (518} 786-2191 or 
CAU@nysic.ny.gov to be added to their list. Should your IT office have questions about th is particular 
Bulletin, they may contact the Cyber Incident Response Team at the NYS Division of Homeland Security 
and Emergency Services at CIRT@dhses.ny.gov for assistance. Finally, if your IT office suspects a 
compromise, please contact law enforcement as well.! 
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